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Musharraf steps down 
as Pakistan's military 
chief
By Laura King

As president he still holds significant 

power because of his declaration of 

emergency rule. �����
• For many, a state of economic emergency

Hint of Fed action spurs Wall St.
By Walter Hamilton | 9:31 a.m.

Financial shares continue a rally into a 

second day after a Fed official raises hopes 

of a rate cut. The Dow leaps 200.

O.J. in court for arraignment
From the Associated Press | 9:35 a.m.

Simpson will enter his plea and have a trial 

date set at 10 a.m.����������

Books go high tech

Amazon unveils the Kindle, 

a hand-held device that can 

store hundreds of books, 

papers and magazines. 

(Gary Friedman / Los Angeles Times)

Out on a limb over fine
By Steve Lopez

COLUMN: The Glendale Fire Dept. ordered 

the Collards to trim foliage. They did. Then 

the city fined them $347,600. 	�
��



• Detectives probe past of slain NFL star

• FCC chief makes new Tribune proposal

• New French riots speak volumes

• U.S. criticizes China for ship snub

• Local morning update: �����
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Lakers end 3-game losing streak
By Mike Bresnahan 

Four players in double figures, led by Kobe 

Byrant's 35, lift Los Angeles over Seattle.
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 | ������ | ����

New home for the Trojans? 
By Sam Farmer 

Frustrated over stalled lease talks with 
the Coliseum, USC negotiates to bring 
its football games to Pasadena. 	�
��



•  USC VS. UCLA: Complete coverage

•  DODGERS: Interest in Japanese pitcher

•  NFL: Clues sought in Taylor's death

Here's the single most fascinating piece of awards trivia that I know. Only 

once in modern history...have all of the top Hollywood awards agreed on a 

choice for best picture.

 --Tom O'Neil  
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If you want a brilliant drink in a civilized bar, you 
can't stand up, drop names or wear a hat.
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If large SUVs could be green, the Mercedes-Benz 
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Venezuela knows what it's doing

Op-Ed: Critics of proposed reforms are 

arguing against peaceful, democratic 

change.
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Friends puzzle over death of 

Quiet Riot singer
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"He was just normal Kevin," said 

one.
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STEVE LOPEZ:

Out on a limb over trimming fiasco
November 28, 2007

Everybody's got a horror story about a bureaucratic nightmare, but if you can top this

one, call me collect at your earliest convenience.

Ann Collard was seven months pregnant with her third child in June when an

abatement notice came from the Glendale Fire Department. She and her husband, 

Mike, were ordered to clear some foliage and maintain 5 feet of "vertical clearance 

between roof surfaces and overhanging portions of trees."

The Collards knew their oaks

and sycamores needed a trim. 

And so they talked to neighbors, 

did a little research and called a 

recommended tree trimmer 

based in Orange County.

For $3,000, the guy said, he'd

remove about 15% of the foliage

and they'd be in the clear.

The Collards asked if a permit

was necessary.

Not at all, said the licensed

trimmer, who told the Collards 

he'd done lots of work in Glendale.

On the third day of the three-day job, the city's urban forester happened to be in the

neighborhood, and noticed the tree trimmer doing his thing.

"She saw what was happening and said, 'Stop! Cease and desist!' " says Mike, a

work-at-home software and computer guy.

Glendale has an indigenous tree protection ordinance that dates to the 1980s. It was

enacted to discourage developers and homeowners from bulldozing or hacking trees 

willy-nilly. Earlier this year, because of citizen complaints that native trees were still 

being ruined, the city approved more restrictions and bigger fines.

None of which the Collards knew about.

They now admit that had they read the Fire Department notice closely, they would

have seen in small print that a free permit was required to trim oak and sycamore 

branches larger than 1 inch in diameter. But it was an understandable oversight.

A week after her first visit, the urban forester was back, telling the Collards an arborist

would come by soon to assess the damage. The Collards recall being told they might 

want to hire an attorney.

"That's when we realized the gravity of the situation," says Ann. "I was pregnant and 

crying, but it didn't help."

In August, the Collards got a visit from the arborist. She looked at the trees, took 

measurements and jotted down notes.

How bad could it be? The Collards began to anticipate the possibility of a fine, but it 

wasn't as if the trees were mauled. They looked pretty good, in fact.

Finally, on Oct. 1, a letter arrived. It was from Glendale's Neighborhood Services 

administrator.

"Dear Owner," it began. "The city of Glendale is committed to maintaining a community

with quality streetscapes that include the care and well-being of protected indigenous 

trees."

The letter informed them they had improperly pruned 13 trees, some of them on city 

property because they were near the street, and some on their own property. The fine 

was listed on Page 2, where the Collards were informed they would be charged "two 

times the value of the damaged tree(s)."

"Total: $347,600."

"I about passed out," says Ann.
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Considering the circumstances, do you think 
the City of Glendale is being reasonable 
toward the Collards?
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